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County of Maui past efforts with Brownfields program

- Brownfields liaison, 2003-2006
- Attended annual convention (Denver, Portland)
- Met State partners (DOH, Office of Planning, Counties)
- Prepared and evaluated potential Inventory of Potential Sites
- Handed over “liaison” position to Finance
2018: New Possibilities, New/Old Landscape

- Better understanding of grants management through OED
- Renewed partnership with State (through Brownfields Workshop outreach!)
- Closure of HC&S plantation brings many new possibilities
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Community-driven environmental concerns/input

- County receives dozens of County-wide concerns each year
- Concerns are directed to appropriate agency (DOH, USACE, DPW, etc)
- Great potential for adding sites to new Inventory of Potential Sites
Central Kihei
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Mahalo!

Rob Parsons
robert.parsons@mauicounty.gov